Administration and Scoring of the Hong Kong version of Montreal Cognitive Assessment (HK-MoCA) and MoCA 5-minute Protocol: A New Approach Using Age and Education Corrected Norms

Date: 28 March 2017 (Tuesday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00pm
Venue: Shaw Auditorium, 1/F, School of Public Health, Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin.
Fee: HKD500 (The price includes a book: “Cognitive Games for People with Mild Cognitive Impairment” (健腦全攻略), published by JCCPA.)
Language: Cantonese (supplement with English)
Target: Health care professionals in hospital and elderly care setting or interested in dementia care

The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is a brief and useful screening tool developed and validated by Ziad Nasreddine in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. It was conceptualised in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients performing within a normal range on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). The Hong Kong version of MoCA (HK-MoCA) was validated in Chinese patients with cerebral SVD by Adrian Wong. The Hong Kong version of MoCA (HK-MoCA) is a useful cognitive screening instrument for use in Chinese older adults in Hong Kong. It has comparable sensitivity with the Cantonese version of MMSE for detection of MCI. It is brief and feasible to conduct in the clinical setting, and can be completed in less than 15 minutes. The MoCA 5-minute protocol is a free, valid, and reliable cognitive screen for stroke and transient ischemic attack. It is brief and highly feasible for telephone administration.

About the speaker:

Adrian WONG (BSc(Hon)(McMaster), MSocSc(Clin Psych)(HKU), PhD(CUHK)) is a Research Assistant Professor at Department of Medicine and Therapeutics, Faculty of Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Prof Wong validated the Hong Kong version of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (HK-MoCA) that is widely used in the public healthcare settings in Hong Kong. He is also the co-director of the STRIDE (Stroke Registry Investigating Cognitive Decline) study that is one of the largest studies aimed to investigate the long-term cognitive and psychological consequences after stroke or transient ischemic attack.

Download Application form: http://www.jccpa.org.hk
Enquiry: 2946-8139 (Ida Ho)
Administration and Scoring of the Hong Kong version of Montreal Cognitive Assessment (HK-MoCA)
and
MoCA 5-minute Protocol:
A New Approach Using Age and Education Corrected Norms

Application Form

Kindly fill in the application form and send it together with a crossed cheque payable to: “PA Company Limited”, mail to Jockey Club Centre for Positive Ageing, 27, A Kung Kok Street, Shatin, N.T.

Please issue ONE cheque for each applicant. Applicants who enrol more than one course, please issue a SEPARATE cheque for each course.

Full Name: (English)__________________________ (Chinese)__________________________

Organization (if any):__________________________ Profession:__________________________

Correspondence Address: __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ Email: ______________________________________

Tel: (O)__________________________ (M)__________________________ Fax: ______________________

Payment: Cheque No:_______________ Bank:__________________________HK$: 500 _______

Receipt to:  □ Organization  □ Applicant

□ Please tick if you do not want to receive any JCCPA training and promotional materials in the future.

Important Notes:
1. Application will be accepted on a first-come-first-served basis.
2. Confirmation will be sent to all participants via email one week prior to the talk.
   Kindly contact us at 2946-8139 if you do not receive any notification.
3. If storm warning signal No 8 or above, or black rainstorm warning signal is hoisted, the talk will be cancelled. Details of postponement or other arrangements will be announced afterwards.
4. Receipt of application fee and attendance proof will be distributed at the end of the talk.

Enquiry: 2946-8139 (Ida Ho)